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IMPROVING FINANCIAL WELLBEING
Without your help I was lost and didn't know where to start. You have helped me to sort things out
and live again. Thank you so much. You're a Godsend.

82

Finance overview

people supported

Main reason for debt

Ill health
Unemployment
Relationships
Budgeting
Bereavement
Other

33%
16%
16%
14%
9%
12%

484k

total debt managed

90k

priority debt

394k

non priority debt

Household overview

£1500 average monthly

household income

51%

Rural
Urban

Age Breakdown

Under 24

40%

25-60

45%

60+

15%

11k

average household
debt

Additional
support
provided

households have
children

45

72%
28%

Bridge Support visits

Grants accessed (kidzeco, school clothing, Scottish Social
Security, warm home, grant funders), signpost and support to
local groups, foodbank pick ups and referrals, form filling,
benefit & credit checks, shopping support, access Bridge
Support fund for emergency food for children and groceries,
utility / insurance swaps, employment and college support.

CLIENT STORY
The client made contact with us after being recently bereaved. The client had nursed their spouse through
a prolonged illness and found the new decrease in income did not cover monthly living expenses and they
were unable to meet funeral expenses.
Our client was extremely distressed by their financial situation, recent bereavement and their own poor
health. They found it extremely difficult to engage with our service initially. But through a gentle and
caring approach our advisers built up a supportive relationship that allowed the client to express their
concerns at their own pace.
The Money Advisers empowered our client to make the best decisions possible by completing an income and
expenditure before carrying out research into benefits and allowances our client may qualify for. They
presented their findings to the client and they reached a decision on how to proceed.
Our Bridge Support Advisers assisted the client with form filling, financial filing systems and to source
additional home support. After a recent visit, it was very obvious that our client’s whole demeanour is more
positive, both their mental and physical health has improved.
In total our team spent over 120 hours with this client, carefully listening and supporting them to improve
their everyday wellbeing.
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CLIENT IMPACT
Over the past year our advisers have measured a range of data to show the impact that our work
is having on the families that we are supporting. The graph below shows the average before and
after scores (out of 5) against our main outcomes below. This data has been taken at first
appointment and then again after 6 months.
We can say with confidence that our intervention ensures that:
Individuals are better able to understand their situation
individuals are more able to cope financially
Individuals are more able to manage their finances
individuals are more resilient
Individuals are better able to
understand their situation

individuals
are more
able
to cope
financially

individuals
are
more
resilient

Individuals are more able to
manage their finances

Our impact has ensured that clients:
are less stressed

have less debt

have improved mental wellbeing

are more organised

make informed decisions

stick to a budget

keep on top of finances

make payments on time

have budgets in place

improve independent decision
making
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